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ABSTRACT
Common Crawl is the largest freely available collection of web crawl data and one of the most important sources of pre-training data for large language models (LLMs). It is used so frequently and makes up such large proportions of the overall pre-training data in many cases that it arguably has become a foundational building block for LLM development, and subsequently generative AI products built on top of LLMs. Despite its pivotal role, Common Crawl itself is not widely understood, nor is there much reflection evident among LLM builders about the implications of using Common Crawl’s data. This paper discusses what Common Crawl’s popularity for LLM development means for fairness, accountability, and transparency in generative AI by highlighting the organization’s values and practices, as well as how it views its own role within the AI ecosystem. Our qualitative analysis is based on in-depth interviews with Common Crawl staffers and relevant online documents.

After discussing Common Crawl’s role in generative AI and how LLM builders have typically used its data for pre-training LLMs, we review Common Crawl’s self-defined values and priorities and highlight the limitations and biases of its crawling process. We find that Common Crawl’s popularity has contributed to making generative AI more transparent to scrutiny in many ways, and that it has enabled more LLM research and development to take place beyond well-resourced leading AI companies. At the same time, many LLM builders have used Common Crawl as a source for training data in ways that are problematic: for instance, with lack of care and transparency for how Common Crawl’s massive crawl data was filtered for harmful content before the pre-training, often by relying on rudimentary automated filtering techniques. We offer recommendations for Common Crawl and LLM builders on how to improve fairness, accountability, and transparency in LLM research and development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Common Crawl (CC) has become an important enabler of generative AI that is virtually unknown to the broader public. It is a massive archive of web crawl data amassed by a handful of people working for a small California nonprofit since 2008. Thanks to its size, diversity, and free of charge availability on Amazon Web Services, it has become a very popular source of training data for LLM builders. GPT-3, the LLM powering the first version of ChatGPT published in 2022, would not have been possible without Common Crawl, as more than 80% of its tokens came from it [7]. A majority of LLMs published both before and since then by other developers likewise rely heavily on filtered versions of Common Crawl for their pre-training.

Despite its popularity among LLM builders, Common Crawl’s role in generative AI has received relatively little attention or scrutiny. When it does appear in discussions, it is often framed as a “copy of the internet,” or of (nearly) the “entire internet” because of its size (see for example [21, 22]). Such claims further obscure Common Crawl’s prevalent role in generative AI because they ignore the limitations and biases of its data. Common Crawl was founded in 2007 and its mission was never centered on providing AI training data but rather on leveling the playing field for tech development outside of the biggest internet companies. LLM builders only have become its main user group in recent years, but for most of its history the majority of users were researchers from various fields. And while the size of its archive with more than 9.5 petabytes is enormous, Common Crawl emphasizes that it is not the “entire web,” nor even a representative sample of it.

How LLM builders use Common Crawl is crucial for the fairness, accountability, and transparency of their models. Training data has direct implications for model behavior and who is likely to be empowered and disempowered by applications built on top of those models. In this paper, we contribute to a more reflective and critical use of Common Crawl by examining its values and practices in-depth to explore the implications of its popularity among LLM builders. Based on this analysis, we consider how this popularity has been both beneficial and detrimental to fair, accountable, and transparent LLM research and development. In more detail, this paper makes the following contributions:
2 RESEARCHING AI DATASETS

Researchers have frequently demonstrated representation bias in AI training data which is connected to discriminatory outputs by AI models trained on it (see for example [40]). Some have also investigated Common Crawl’s corpus. For example, [19] found that Common Crawl contains a “significant amount of undesirable content, including hate speech and sexually explicit content.” Similarly, [5] analyzed the contents of LAION-400M, a popular training dataset consisting of Image-Alt-text pairs parsed from Common Crawl. They showed that a significant amount of offensive content remains in filtered Common Crawl versions including those shared by the non-profit Large-scale Artificial Intelligence Open Network (LAION).

Instead of auditing AI training datasets directly, some researchers have instead examined them as socio-technical constructions to help explain “why datasets embody specific political perspectives or offer insights into how the practices of dataset creation can be improved” [28]. For example, [3] demonstrated that highly cited machine learning papers overwhelmingly emphasized values related to technical performance, while societal needs and negative potential are rarely addressed in comparison. [39] similarly analyzed values expressed in dataset documentation in computer vision, highlighting both what values were made explicit, as well as what contrasting values were “silenced.” They found that “computer vision dataset practices value efficiency over care, universality over contextuality, impartiality over positionality, and model work over data work.” [29] took a different approach and studied a popular AI training dataset, a filtered Common Crawl snapshot called “C4” (see below), and concluded that dataset construction is an under-researched practice mostly based on ad hoc processes shaped by “pressures of scale, the struggle for resources, the adoption of shortcuts, and confusion about accountability.”

In this paper, we complement [29] by studying Common Crawl itself as infrastructure for LLM development. Unlike the specific datasets examined by the authors cited above, LLM builders do not train their models directly on Common Crawl’s archive because it contains too much content deemed undesirable (see chapter 4). LLM builders have to filter Common Crawl before the training — or, more often, they use or recreate filtered versions created by others, like EleutherAI’s Pile-CC [14]. Common Crawl itself is therefore not an LLM training dataset, but it has an infrastructural role in LLM research and development as a foundation for creating training data. Infrastructures are not neutral mediators, they privilege certain ways of thinking and doing things:

“One of the things that make infrastructures so powerful is that they model their own ideals. They privilege certain logics and then operationalize them. And in this sense... they both register wider societal values and establish blueprints for how they should be carried out.” [23]

Following this framing of Common Crawl as infrastructure, our goal was to analyze the organization’s stated values and practices, and what they imply for LLMs trained on its data.

3 METHODS AND LIMITATIONS

To study the influence of Common Crawl as infrastructure for LLM research and development, we adapted [11]’s genealogical approach of investigating “how and why [machine learning] datasets have been created, what and whose values influence the choices of data to collect, the contextual and contingent conditions of their creation.” We primarily relied on the qualitative analysis of interviews and online materials to examine the motivations, assumptions, and values of staffers in leading positions at Common Crawl.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with Common Crawl’s director and main crawl engineer in mid-2023. Questions to both interviewees related to how Common Crawl reflects the web, the crawling process, data curation, and Common Crawl’s relationship with LLM builders. The interview with the director focused more on the organization’s mission and purpose, while the crawl engineer was asked more about the crawling process and of how it changed over time. Each interview was about 40 minutes long.

Because Common Crawl had a small team at the time of our study, we additionally collected the following documents:

- Eight discussion threads from Common Crawl’s public mailing list at groups.google.com/g/common-crawl: After examining 376 discussion threads from January 2020 (the year OpenAI published GPT-3) to October 2023, we selected individual posts by staffers about Common Crawl’s coverage of the web, the relationship with LLM builders, its mission, and technical explanations of the crawling process. Informed by those posts and our interviews, we searched the archives going back to 2011 with 1157 discussion threads with the following keywords: [LLM], [LLMs], [“large language model”], [OpenAI], [“Open AI”], [C4], [“Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus”], [AI], [NLP], [quality], [blekko]

- Common Crawl’s website at commoncrawl.org: All web pages and three relevant posts from the blog (which dates back to 2011) were included.

- Presentation slides created by the main crawl engineer: The presentation provided details on the crawling process and the

1[blekko] was a search engine startup that played an important role in Common Crawl’s history as one of the biggest seed donors. See chapter 6.1.
organization’s history for builders in the natural language processing (NLP) field. See [26].

• Three published interviews with Common Crawl’s founder and chairman Gil Elbaz: To better understand his motivations and vision guiding the foundation of Common Crawl in 2007, we searched Google with the following keywords: ["Gil Elbaz" + "Common Crawl"], ["Gil Elbaz" + "Factual"], ["Gil Elbaz" + "Interview"], ["Gil Elbaz" + "Google"]. We included [9, 37, 47] in our analysis.

• Statements by past leadership in two articles: Lisa Green [31] and Sara Crouse [18], two former directors of Common Crawl commented on its historical trajectory and self-perception.

We analyzed this data using inductive qualitative coding following thematic analysis [6]. We did not use any text classification models and conducted our analysis with the open source qualitative research software Taguette [36].

Our analysis has some deliberate limitations. First and most importantly, we did not interview LLM builders about their use of Common Crawl. Our primary interest was in Common Crawl’s self-described values and practices and thus we limited ourselves to look at typical filtering techniques described in publications by LLM builders. We see our work as complementary to [29] and consider it a useful basis for future research into further evaluating Common Crawl’s role in generative AI. Second, we did not analyze Common Crawl’s early history in depth. Most LLM builders train their models on snapshots of Common Crawl that were crawled 2017 or later, so our focus was on understanding how the crawls were conducted within this timeframe. LLMs trained on significant amounts of pre-2017 crawls might be affected by the longer evolution of Common Crawl’s approach to crawling the web. Given Common Crawl’s continued relevance for LLM research and development, a more comprehensive analysis of its full archive would be another valuable follow-up project.

4 COMMON CRAWL’S ROLE IN GENERATIVE AI

Common Crawl has long been popular in NLP [16, 33], but the invention of the transformer technology [42] that powers modern generative AI created new demand for large quantities of diverse training data. This made Common Crawl more relevant, as its archive is massive and made up almost entirely of text spread across billions of URLs. However, a challenge for LLM builders is the large amount of content in Common Crawl undesirable for model training: hate speech, explicit and abusive content, and other types of problematic material [19], as well as “boiler-plate text like menus, error messages, or duplicate text” [35]. Therefore, LLM builders train their models on filtered samples of Common Crawl’s archive and there are a handful of filtered versions that are reused frequently, especially Alphabet’s “Colossal Clean Crawled Corpus” (“C4,” see [35]) and EleutherAI’s “Pile-CC” (which is part of EleutherAI’s LLM training dataset “The Pile,” see [14]). Typical filtering techniques include (see also [32]):

• Language filtering: LLM builders typically create language specific subsets of Common Crawl. The most popular versions are English only.

• Keywords and simple heuristics: It is common to remove pages that contain keywords considered harmful in the URL or anywhere within the page. An example for a heuristic is a line-based rule to only keep lines ending with a punctuation mark.

• AI classifiers: A reference dataset considered high quality (for instance Wikipedia text data) is used to train a text classifier. This classifier is used to filter out everything from Common Crawl that does not meet an adjustable similarity threshold.

• Deduplication: This can involve removing completely identical pages or sections of text within pages. Classifiers can also be used here to remove text that is too similar.

As an example, Pile-CC used a mix of these techniques [14]. The authors removed non-English content and created an AI classifier with OpenWebText2 as its high-quality reference. OpenWebText2 is also part of The Pile and contains the text of all URLs shared and upvoted at least three times on Reddit until April 2020. This classifier was used to “filter our subset of CC to the size we needed” [14] by setting the similarity threshold for determining what pages in Common Crawl to keep accordingly.

Since 2020, most LLM builders compose their training data with two types of datasets: targeted sourced data and broad chunks of web crawl data. Targeted sources are relatively small individually, relatively well defined, and chosen because they are considered “high quality” and diverse to help the LLM imitate various styles of language. Examples are Wikipedia snapshots, arXiv for scientific text, Project Gutenberg for books and more. Using multiple targeted sources was found to potentially “improve the general cross-domain knowledge and downstream generalization capabilities of the model” [14]. However, most LLM builders do not solely rely on targeted sources because the overall size and diversity of the training data is not deemed sufficient to reach the desired performance of the models. Therefore, web crawl data continues to make up significant amounts of the training data in most cases. Some leading AI companies, like Alphabet, Microsoft, Meta, and more recently also OpenAI, have their own crawlers to collect this data themselves. Almost everyone else, at least those that publicly share information about their LLM training data, appears to be using Common Crawl, which continues to make up significant proportions of the training data for many models, for example in GPT-3 [7], LLAMA v1 [41], Falcon [32], or Pythia [2].

Large chunks of Common Crawl are used so frequently that LLM builders include them to ensure model performance is comparable. An example is BigScience, a one-year collaborative research workshop from 2021-2022 aimed at creating more open multilingual LLMs and datasets compared to those of leading AI companies. Part of these efforts was the curation of a training dataset called the “ROOTS Corpus,” which contained a filtered Common Crawl version because “not including it would constitute too much of a departure and risk invalidating comparisons [with previously released LLMs]” [17].

However, the way LLM builders filter Common Crawl, especially in the more popular filtered versions, has been criticized for failing to remove problematic content as well as hurting the representational diversity of the training data. With AI classifiers,
the issue is how “high quality” is defined. For instance, Reddit upvotes are problematic quality measures since Reddit users are largely homogenous and include many participants of toxic communities [1, 20]. At least some of the URLs upvoted by such toxic communities are likely included OpenWebText2 or similar datasets. Moreover, applying AI classifier filtering too aggressively creates datasets with documents “biased towards the ones with features superficially resembling the high quality data in a way that satisfies the classifier, rather than truly high quality data” [13]. The way other filtered versions like C4 relied on heuristics and keywords is problematic as well. Among other things, C4 removed pages containing words in a popular crowdsourced keyword list called the “List of Dirty, Naughty, Obscene, and Otherwise Bad Words.” This list is focused on eliminating pornography and has also been shown to remove innocuous content from LGBTQIA+ communities [12].

Given the inherent limitations of automatically detecting and removing problematic content [34], there is a need for better industry standards and best practices for filtering sources like Common Crawl that contain such content. If LLM builders insist on using such sources, there needs to be a discussion on how much harmful content is tolerable, who is responsible, and how to deal with the consequences of training models on it. As we discuss below, Common Crawl’s popularity makes such guidelines and best practices even more urgent because its mission and subsequently its data do not easily align with fair and accountable LLM development.

5 COMMON CRAWL’S MISSION: BECOMING A PUBLIC RESOURCE FOR OPEN-ENDED RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Common Crawl’s mission and values have been shaped by one individual: Gil Elbaz. He founded the organization in 2007 and has also financed it and acted as its chairman ever since. This makes him the only person that has been involved continuously throughout Common Crawl’s history.

As Elbaz has said in the past, founding Common Crawl was motivated by his experience at Google (now Alphabet). Initially, he was one of the co-founders of Applied Semantics, a company which developed the software AdSense for serving contextual advertisements on websites. Google acquired Applied Semantics in 2003, and Elbaz worked for Google until 2007. Later, he explained that the reason for his departure was his concern that Google was becoming a “monopoly of innovation” thanks to the huge amounts of data it has access to:

“It was amazing, but it also refined and continued to shape my world view [sic] that the data moat is an incredible advantage that Google has. . . . I became a little bit concerned that Google could become a monopoly of innovation. I felt like a world where many companies are bringing innovation forth, across the world, I felt like that ultimately is the world that I want to live in. So, I started to think about creating a neutral data company, a company that wants to democratize access to information to provide data to other companies. . . . That’s what we ended up doing.” (Elbaz in [9])

The “neutral data company” Elbaz referred to creating above was Factual, a for-profit company he founded in 2008. Factual sold access to cleaned and structured location data to companies like Microsoft before merging with Foursquare in 2020. Factual’s purpose as the second organization Elbaz founded after leaving Google is instructive to further understand Common Crawl’s role. Given Common Crawl’s mission to give “small startups or even individuals” access to “high quality crawl data that was previously only available to large search engine corporations,” [8] it can be considered another attempt at a “neutral data company.” While Factual’s services as a for-profit business was cleaning and structuring web data, Common Crawl as a nonprofit provides largely unrefined web crawl data for free, but requires downstream users to further curate, annotate, and structure it. This makes Common Crawl act more like an infrastructure than a data service. Common Crawl’s director similarly emphasized that the purpose of the project is to jump-start initiatives:

“You know, why do you need Common Crawl? It’s all out there on the web, you can just go get it yourself. But it’s difficult to start and operate a web crawler, so if you’re a researcher and you want to do some kind of study but need a billion pages before you can start, that’s a lot of work and there are a lot of issues involved with that.” (Interview CC director)

The absence of content curation or moderation is framed as vital to this infrastructural quality. As the director put it, less curation enables more research and open innovation by downstream users:

“From a goal standpoint, I don’t think we want to necessarily be curating the dataset because the pages we removed might be of value to downstream users. You might be looking for the prevalence of hate speech within a certain country. . . . if you’re the researcher trying to measure the prevalence, you want that material in there. So we kind of said it’s sort of up to the downstream user to do content classification.” (Interview CC director)

Because Common Crawl avoids curating and annotating its data, its influence on LLM research and development is mostly determined by how it collects its data, i.e. how it decides what to crawl and with what limitations.

6 COMMON CRAWL’S DATA: MACHINE SCALE ANALYSIS

Common Crawl’s target audience are “data users,” i.e. “programmers, data scientists, researchers working with web data” [24]. Its goal is to enable the automated analysis of web data spread across domains rather than in-depth investigations of individual domains. Referring to this goal, former director Lisa Green described Common Crawl as an enabler of “machine scale analysis” (in [31]).

Common Crawl’s data collection is a compromise between enabling “machine scale analysis” while staying within the US fair
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use doctrine [18]. This means it only collects HTML code (images, PDFs and other media are rarely included)⁴, and it provides its data in ways that makes consumption of individual pages difficult (WARC files containing HTML code or WET files with extracted plain text that have to be accessed via AWS). Moreover, it only collects a sample of pages from each domain it crawls. Meaning there will only be some Wikipedia articles in Common Crawl, but not a full copy of the entire website. Which domains to crawl and how many pages of those domains to include depends on their “harmonic centrality” (see next section). Another important aspect is that Common Crawl’s archive consists of many datasets containing crawl data, rather than just one huge database. LLM builders have to select which crawls to include and then download and combine them to create training datasets.

Common Crawl also offers a separate “News Crawl” that is updated more frequently. Because this data appears to be far less frequently used by LLM builders,⁵ we will concentrate on the main crawl in this paper.

### 6.1 How Common Crawl decides which URLs to crawl

Common Crawl’s approach to crawling the web went through several iterations since 2007 [26]. A challenge for the project has been to continuously discover suitable new URLs to crawl from the vastness of the web. For some time, the project mostly relied on external “seed donations,” i.e. annotated lists of URLs shared by other companies. As these contributions dwindled over time, Common Crawl has almost entirely automated its crawls by relying on “harmonic centrality” since 2017 (Interview CC crawl engineer).

Similar to Google’s PageRank algorithm, harmonic centrality is a mathematical method for measuring the importance of nodes in a network. In PageRank, the importance of a node depends on the importance of other nodes linked to it (this is referred to as eigenvector centrality). Harmonic centrality, however, is “flat” in that it treats all nodes as equal. It is a variant of closeness centrality where the “closer” a node is to all other nodes, the more central it is. Applied to web pages, it means that the importance of a domain is determined by how many direct and indirect links exist to it from other domains. Direct links are considered “closest” and contribute the most to a domain’s centrality score. The more “distant,” i.e. indirect a link connection is, the less it contributes. The higher the overall harmonic centrality score of a domain, the more likely it is to be included in a crawl, and the greater number of its pages are fetched. In other words, domains with high scores are more likely to be crawled and have more of their pages included in Common Crawl compared to lower scoring domains. Common Crawl only calculates a harmonic centrality score per domain. To guide the selection of pages from domains, the domain score is projected to all its pages in order to rank them. According to Common Crawl, harmonic centrality is better for avoiding spam than other centrality measures (Interview CC crawl engineer).

Internally, Common Crawl relies on a database called CrawlDB, which records, among other things, the harmonic centrality score and a timestamp of the last attempted crawl for each URL. This database contained 25 billion URLs in August 2023 (Interview CC crawl engineer) and is expanded each month with URLs from new main crawls, smaller crawls dedicated to finding new URLs, and an analysis of sitemaps [25]. To sample URLs from CrawlDB, the harmonic centrality score is modified to give higher priority to new URLs, or URLs that have not been crawled in a while by increasing or reducing scores depending on when the URL was last crawled successfully. There is not a fixed minimum score for inclusion, the threshold is flexible and depends on a monthly quota (Interview CC crawl engineer).

### 6.2 Limitations and quality measures

Common Crawl’s mission is to create “high quality crawl data” [8]. The monthly limit for how many URLs to crawl has thus been set to balance size and quality:

“There is also a trade-off between how big you make the crawl and the quality of the crawl. When we stop at three billion, we think we’re getting a pretty good sampling. If we were to 10X that, we believe the quality would drop because we’re going into lower ranked pages and so you’re going to get more junk and then people using it are going to have to filter out more stuff.” (Interview CC director)

The emphasis on quality might seem to contradict Common Crawl’s stance on not curating the contents of the data it collects. However, Common Crawl relies on quantifiable and thus measurable notions of quality that are aligned with this stance: language and regional coverage and diversity, and a statistical definition of relevance (harmonic centrality, as described above).

Throughout our interviews, staffers emphasized that they want the crawl to be diverse “in terms of language and regional coverage” (Interview CC crawl engineer). However, a challenge for Common Crawl’s coverage of the web is not knowing the size of the web as a whole. The director claims that the web is “practically infinite. … I don’t have a good idea of what the comprehensiveness [of our data] is and I think even defining what you mean by comprehensiveness is a task in itself” (Interview CC director). The main crawl engineer echoed this uncertainty about the size of the web: “Every year I keep losing faith in my understanding of the web. I have the impression that I know less and less about it” (Interview CC crawl engineer). While staffers are confident that their crawl is “reasonably representative” (Interview CC crawl engineer), they are uncertain how their archive is representative of the web and reject the idea that Common Crawl is a “copy of the internet”:

“That’s something I try to explain to everyone: Often it is claimed that Common Crawl contains the entire web, but that’s absolutely not true. Based on what I know about how many URLs exist, it’s very, very small. I think that’s really important.” (Interview CC crawl engineer)

There are a couple of limitations for how much of the web Common Crawl is able to cover:

- Around 50% of the URLs crawled monthly have been included previously (Interview CC crawl engineer). In part,
this is due to the reliance on harmonic centrality, as some top domains like Wikipedia always score high, while lower scoring domains are less likely to be included.

- The monthly crawls are discontinuous, and do not take into account content that was published in between.
- In order to restrict AI companies from using their content as training data, a growing number of rights holders, including big and important domains like the New York Times, now block Common Crawl from visiting most if not all their pages using a technical standard for blocking web crawlers called robot.txt, which Common Crawl respects. Big social media platforms like Facebook, that make up representative portions of the web, have been blocking Common Crawl long before this controversy.
- The majority of content in Common Crawl is English, in part because all the technical infrastructure is based in the United States, which creates a bias for English, for example because multilingual pages tend to serve the English version by default.

Instead of a “copy of the internet,” the director describes Common Crawl as an “academic sampling of the web” (Interview CC director). It is a sample in the sense that Common Crawl as a whole is a selection of web pages that does not claim to be representative, and individually each monthly crawl is a sample of URLs taken from the internal CrawlDB.

A noteworthy exception to Common Crawl’s stance on not curating content is spam, which is considered undesirable and can also damage the diversity of the crawl. Domain parks can keep crawlers trapped in a net of interconnected spam pages. If undetected, the majority of a crawl would end up coming from a domain park consisting of “junk pages trying to sell you blenders and stuff” (Interview CC director). Because it is difficult to reliably detect domain parks automatically, Common Crawl monitors and manually intervenes in the crawling process to make sure the crawler is not getting stuck (Interview CC crawl engineer).

7 IMPLICATIONS OF COMMON CRAWL’S POPULARITY FOR THE FAIRNESS, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND TRANSPARENCY OF LLM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Since the publication of OpenAI’s paper on GPT-3 [7], Common Crawl experienced an exponential growth of its user base thanks to the influx of LLM builders (Interview CC crawl engineer). Staffers are excited about this newfound relevance:

"I think for the first 15 years of its existence, Common Crawl has kind of been a sleepy project. It’s been cited in over 8,000 research papers and it’s been a tremendous resource, but it’s really in the past year I think that LLMs have taken off and we’re all kind of like, ‘Oh my God,’ you know, ‘What have we done here?’” [laughing] (Interview CC director)

The growth in user base also resulted in a growth in resources and staff for Common Crawl. Around the time GPT-3 was published, Common Crawl had only one employee, and the organization was solely financed by its founder and chairman Gil Elbaz. Since our interviews, Common Crawl has raised funds and hired more staff. Despite these changes, our interviews suggest Common Crawl’s stance on minimal curation in the name of enabling more research and innovation is not about to change. Its director describes Common Crawl’s role in the AI ecosystem as protecting “the point of ingestion” of content:

“If you say that a human is allowed to read a webpage, but a machine isn’t, I think that’s a disparity that we would challenge. We think it’s important to protect the integrity of the corpus. If something is on the web, we like to have a copy of it that researchers can easily get access to. I think that ripping pages out of the internet to try and change what an LLM does is not the right approach. You have to do it at the point of use, not at the point of ingestion.” (Interview CC director)

Below, we consider the implication of this for the fairness, accountability, and transparency of LLM research and development.

7.1 Common Crawl and LLM builders: Shared responsibility for fairness, accountability, and transparency

Common Crawl’s commitment to openness and transparency has played a positive role in helping to make LLM research and development more transparent and competitive. The popularity of filtered versions like Pile-CC and C4 (that provide a lot of details about their filtering techniques) over less transparent and audible proprietary datasets enabled more scrutiny and more LLM research and development outside a handful of resourceful tech companies. In fact, the most open and transparent LLMs (like Bloom [46]) were built by researchers or smaller corporate actors without the resources to collect terabytes of web crawl data. This is arguably in line with Common Crawl’s mission to uplift more builders to compete in this space.

The negative implications of Commons Crawl’s popularity partly stem from how LLM builders have used the data, but also from the fact that Common Crawl’s mission does not easily align with fair and accountable LLM development. Common Crawl wants its data to contain problematic content to enable open-ended research and innovation, but it does not want to take responsibility for annotating it. For LLM development, this is a problematic starting point that requires careful consideration for how Common Crawl’s data is filtered before any model training. While some of the most popular filtered versions are transparent, not all LLM builders likewise share which crawls were taken from Common Crawl’s archive or provide enough information on how they filtered the data. Leading AI companies increasingly do not disclose any information about the pre-training data for “competitive reasons” (like OpenAI with GPT-4 [43] or Meta AI with Llama v2 [48]). A possible justification for this lack of transparency and documentation could rest on false (and potentially self-serving) assumptions that Common Crawl captures the “entire web,” or at least a reasonably representative sample of it. In cases with enough transparency to audit the data, the other big problem is that common filtering techniques have severe shortcomings, which numerous studies have demonstrated (see above).
Common Crawl and LLM builders have a shared responsibility to make LLM development more fair, accountable, and transparent. In the following, we discuss how they can each help to improve the status quo.

7.1.1 Possible contributions by Common Crawl. Highlighting limitations and biases. Because it cannot crawl the entire web, nor be certain about the representativeness of its data, Common Crawl’s samples are necessarily biased. Common Crawl could document those biases more prominently as well as the risks for LLMs trained on its data. Among other things, this can include clearly indicating the limitations of the crawl or sharing the results of various quality and toxicity evaluations (and perhaps supporting the development of auditing tools and research). Common Crawl could also provide educational resources tailored to LLM builders for creating training datasets based on its archive in responsible ways.

More transparent and inclusive governance. Common Crawl’s nonprofit mission positions the organization as a public resource, but until recently, there was very little public communication by the project. Especially decisions about its data collection and curation should be prominently communicated and justified. Going further, the governance structure should be more inclusive, for example by establishing formal ways for requesting changes to the crawl. Finally, becoming a more active participant in events and discussions related to ethical AI development would help the project be more inclusive and responsive to a wider variety of stakeholders.

Changing its terms of use to enforce more transparency. Common Crawl could change its Terms of Use or adopt a new data license to require attribution (similar to the Creative Commons Attribution licenses) or even disclosure of filtering mechanisms when its data is used to train LLMs. This would help to counter a lack of transparency especially among leading AI companies to not disclose information about the training data (see above).

Less automation and a more curated approach. As a more expansive deviation from its current mission and values, Common Crawl could take steps to have its crawl be more curated, for example with a crowdsourcing approach. The way Common Crawl has automated its operation for URL discovery makes content from digitally marginalized communities less likely to be included, which is problematic for fairness in generative AI (cf. [27] about similar issues with Google’s PageRank). A more collaborative approach could help to mitigate these biases by improving language and regional coverage, as well as covering more perspectives of what on the web “matters,” i.e. is included.

7.1.2 Additional steps for LLM builders. The way LLM builders typically use Common Crawl leads to two major problems. First, false assumptions about Common Crawl being a “copy of the internet” take a relatively small selection of primarily English web pages as representative for the entire global population, obscuring problems of representativeness and fairness. Second, common pre-training data curation practices fail to remove or annotate significant amounts of problematic content in Common Crawl (cf. [19, 38]), which leads to a greater reliance on containing toxicity with fine-tuning techniques like reinforcement learning from human feedback [30]. It is unclear if sufficient containment is even possible given the growing size of LLMs [4]. Moreover, for leading AI companies offering general purpose applications, this approach means keeping LLMs safe requires moderation by data workers, often under precarious working conditions [45]. Here, we just highlight some high level steps to start addressing those issues.

More effort for filtering problematic content. The most popular filtered versions today primarily remove pornographic content or use AI classifiers based on user generated content, both of which can further harm the representation and experiences of digitally marginalized communities. There is a need for more nuanced filtering efforts that go beyond pornographic content. These filtering techniques should consistently be documented to help LLM builders choose a filtered version for their models. The obvious difficulty of determining what is problematic depending on context and culture does not justify minimal effort.

Create or support dedicated filtering intermediaries. Filtering Common Crawl responsibly is difficult and time consuming. Especially when it comes to removing various types of harmful content, it requires constant effort. What is considered harmful and offensive in one place and time can have a completely different meaning in another context. Currently, the most popular filtered Common Crawl versions were created by LLM builders themselves (like EleutherAI) as a step towards their actual goal: training LLMs. This restricts the amount of time and energy that can be dedicated to the filtering effort, and it means that the filtering techniques are not updated after the publication to take criticism and feedback into account. A possible way forward would be to foster an ecosystem of dedicated filtering intermediaries that can be tasked with continuously filtering Common Crawl in transparent and accountable ways. Establishing and supporting such intermediaries would make the LLM ecosystem less dependent on a handful of filtered Common Crawl versions that contain significant amounts of problematic content.

Less reliance on a handful of Common Crawl versions. Rather than defaulting to Pile-CC, C4 or other versions, there should be a greater variety of filtered Common Crawl versions builders use. Even with better filtering, relying on only a handful of “default” versions risks amplifying global inequalities in LLM research and development. There already are notable attempts to filter Common Crawl in various ways, like [32]’s extensive filtering aimed at removing harmful content without negatively impacting minority groups, or [44]’s work on creating monolingual datasets. Such efforts should be expanded.

Establish industry standards and best practices to reduce harms when using Common Crawl or similar sources. Especially for LLMs used in end-user products, better industry standards (and potentially regulation) for assessing filtered Common Crawl versions are needed. This can include investment into new, and culturally contextual tools that automatically detect various types of harmful content combined with evaluations by human moderators under fair conditions [10]. Moreover, statistics about the diversity of the content (e.g. showing the regions from where the content originates) should be more common.

Improve interpretability to evaluate downstream effects on models. More transparency of filtered Common Crawl datasets should be complemented with better means to evaluate the effects of individual datasets on model behavior. Understanding how filtered Common Crawl versions are driving harmful outcomes is crucial not just for transparency, but also for fairness and accountability. Standardization efforts for evaluation frameworks, like EleutherAI’s
Language Model Evaluation Harness [15] are important steps in this direction, but technical advancements in AI interpretability are necessary as well.

8 CONCLUSION

Despite Common Crawl’s popularity for LLM development, its implications for fair, accountable, and transparent LLM research and development have garnered relatively little discussion so far. In this paper, we described how LLM builders rely on Common Crawl, and examined its mission and the crawling process in-depth to highlight the biases, advantages, and shortcomings of its data. We showed that Common Crawl has contributed to making LLM uses he/him pronouns, and is based in Europe. He mostly conducts The author has a background in media and journalism studies and 9 POSITIONALITY STATEMENT

illuminate why certain filtering techniques are popular, and what process for popular Common Crawl versions as in [29] would help is important to further evaluate the implications for the resulting buildersincludeolderdatathatreachesbackfarenough,thishistory datasets could lead to better outcomes for reducing risks of bias and harms in generative AI.

Future research could further investigate Common Crawl’s historical evolution. As [26] shows, Common Crawl’s approach to crawling the web has changed significantly over time. If LLM builders include older data that reaches back far enough, this history is important to further evaluate the implications for the resulting model. In addition, more socio-technical analysis of the filtering process for popular Common Crawl versions as in [29] would help illuminate why certain filtering techniques are popular, and what could be changed to help align these techniques better with fair, accountable, and transparent LLM research and development.
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